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Lihirian is PNG’s top Apprentice
By Cynthia Karani

Lihirian apprentice Thomas
Gilas has made history for the
project by winning the 2007 PNG
Apprentice of the Year Award.
Mr Gilas scooped the top
honour ahead of other entrants
at the awards dinner held at the
Holiday Inn hotel in Port Moresby
on November 27.
The electrician received his
award from Department of
Labour and Industrial Relations
Minister Mark Makapai at the
dinner.
According to LGL’s Senior Trades
Training officer, Robin Nason, this
was a historical win for a Lihirian
and Lihir Gold Limited apprentice
since 2002 when the company
began nominating apprentices.
LGL’s first group of apprentices
completed their apprenticeship
training back then.
Mr Gilas, from Mahur Island, was
named LGL 2007 Apprentice of the
Year from 8 other LGL apprentice
nominees on November 9 at the
Maintenance Training Centre at
Putput.
The 23-year-old then flew to
Port Moresby to represent Lihir at
the 2007 PNG Apprentice of the
Year Awards.
During the three day event,
the apprentices went through
various tests. They were judged
for their ability to answer general

knowledge questions and also
how much they knew about their
respective trades.
They were also required to a
present a project of their trade
to the judges. Mr Gilas won the
judges admiration for his work on
a sump pump that he assembled
himself.
A humble young man, the
quiet spoken apprentice, at first
declined to be featured in the
Lihir i Lamel. But after encouragements from his trade trainers
and his proud mum, Mr Gilas
agreed with this interview.
He said he was humbled to be
chosen as there were many other
good apprentices representing
employers from around the
country including Porgera, Ramu
Sugar, Ok Tedi, Oilsearch, Interoil,
Hastings, SP Brewery and others.
Mr Gilas, who also picked up the
award for academic excellence,
paid tribute to his instructors and
his co-workers for their encouragement and support.
LGL’s Electrical Instrumentation Supervisor Greg Howden
said Thomas deserved what he
got because he was always hard
working and dedicated to his job.
“He never comes late and misses
a day at work,” he added.
His mum Emma Zanahien works
for LGL’s Community Liaison’s
department.

Thomas Gilas (left) receives his award from Minister Mark Maipakai.

‘Lakaka declares dividend, pays shareholders
Lakaka Group of Companies has
increased its dividend payment
from 35 toea to 40 toea to its
shareholders in 2007.
The dividend, which is an
increase of 5 toea from last years
payment of 35 toea, was declared
during the Annual General
Meeting held at LMALA hall on
November 15, 2007.
Chairman John Kapsa, in his
report said Lakaka had a successful
year in 2006, where ‘good progress
was made on a number of fronts,
with loss-making entities making
a positive turn around, which

contributed to the overall benefit
of the group’.
“The board is committed to
continuing improvements to your
group of companies by engaging
experienced management and
ensuring diligent financial control
of shareholders’ funds.”
The Re-invention of Lakaka
and the ‘share-buy-back’ exercise
was also agreed upon by the
board and was supported by the
shareholders during the AGM.
The Re-invention, according
to the newly appointed Group
General Manager, Colin Vale, is

the restructuring of Lakaka from
an operational and shareholding
perspective so that it is recognized
by both Lihirians and major client,
Lihir Gold Limited (LGL) as the one
vehicle that fairly represents all
Lihirians in key business contracts
on Lihir.
The Re-invention will include
changing the culture of business,
which
involves
changing
employees’ attitudes, mindsets,
values, and establishing a clear
understanding of Lakaka’s vision
for the Group’s future.
Meanwhile, Marc Soipang, who

has been a director of Lakaka
since 1991, said the share-buyback exercise is in relation to the
Re-invention of Lakaka, which is
in line with the Lihir Sustainable
Development Plan (LSDP).
He explained that the ‘sharebuy-back’ exercise will include
buying off shares from the
individual shareholders, NRLLG,
and the clans.
“The total shareholding in
Lakaka will be bought,” said
Soipang.
“Sapos yumi laikim turu bai
ol papa graun bai oli benefit
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wantaim ol pipol blong Lihir,
yumi mas restrakcharim dispela
shareholding blong Lakaka,” Mr
Soipang said in Tok Pisin.
Mr Soipang said the ‘share-buyback’ exercise includes buying
shares at K11 per share.
He said the idea to restructure
Lakaka is to make sure that
all the landowners become
active participants in achieving
the four main objectives,
namely Parallel Development,
Balance Development, Stable
Development and Sustainable
Development.
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Literacy Training program
for Lienbel women
Imagine writing your name for the first
time ever in your life with shaky hands.
For some of us it may not seem like a big
issue because we were taught how to read
and write when we were probably seven
or eight years old and it has become part
of our lives but for others it’s a different
and new experience.
This was the case for 19 women and
two men who attended a week long Adult
Literacy Program titled Village Writers
Workshop from December 10 to 14 at
Olekowa Community School, Lienbel.
Workshop
facilitator
Rosemary
Tohieelats said the participants were
eager to learn and showed great interest.
She said that during the first two days
of the workshop the students refused to
go for recess or lunch because what they
were learning was so interesting. One
of the participants said she didn’t want
to go out for a break; she just wanted to
be in the classroom and practice writing
because she might forget if she goes
outside.
There were two classes; one was for the
intermediates or those that knew a little
on reading and writing. The other was

for beginners or those that have never
in their lives held a pen or pencil to write
with and a book to read.
Mrs Tohieelats said both classes will be
taught in the Lir (Lihirian) vernacular.
She added that by the end of the
workshop the beginners will be able to
write short stories whilst the intermediates will write and illustrate stories.
The week long program for both classes
included a whole range of activities from
learning how to read the Lir alphabet, to
writing and illustrating short stories.
Trainer Rosemary Tohieelats using a video to assist the village women
The workshop facilitator also added
is a bonus in life because she will be able
She added that a survey was carried
during the workshop she will also be
to read her Bible and prescriptions for her out to identify where majority of illiterate
talking to them about family planning,
family, write prices for her market goods, women in Lihir lived and Lienbel had
how they should space their children,
help her children with school homework the highest cases therefore the first
which methods to use and also immuniand even better contribute her ideas to workshop was carried out there. The next
zation for babies.
the betterment of her community.
targeted area will be the Kapit Relocation
Desley Pa’anasae, LGL’s Superintendent
More literacy workshops are planned and eventually the team will go around
of Social Development said she was very
for the future. The other workshops will the mainland and also the three islands.
pleased about the big turnout of particinclude Critical Literacy which will equip
“We aim to empower women of Lihir
ipants.
women with the knowledge on how to so that they may have better lives, be
“It shows that people, especially women
analyse articles that they come across, confident about themselves and better
have a heart to learn,” she added.
para-legal literacy where they’ll learn to still contribute to development” Mrs
She explained that for women, to be understand laws in the community and Pa’anasae concluded.
able to read and write is empowering.
many more.
A woman who is able to read and write

‘Court Review 2007…..’
drunk in public’
common offence’

A proud Joe Endo Jnr with his mother Margaret Endo (right), headmaster Kapiz (back) and school board
chairman Patrick Labongis (left).

Sekunkun student second in New Ireland
Sekunkun student, Joe Endo jnr,
has done the school proud again
this year by scoring the second
highest marks in the national
Grade Eight examinations in New
Ireland Province.
Last year Ernest Maru Kevaro
topped the Province and scored
the highest marks in Mathematics
in the external examinations.
Young Endo jnr also received
the awards as the internal and
external dux of Sekunkun Primary
School.
School board chairman, Patrick
Lambongis, said this is the second
time Sekunkun has made it to the
top in the Upper Primary Schools
national examinations in New
Ireland Province.
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He said Endo jnr came second to
a student from OLSH International
Primary School in Kavieng in the
external national examinations.
Sekunkun Primary School, one
of Lihir’s urban schools, has been
producing good results out of the
other schools here in Lihir and
in New Ireland as a whole in the
past few years. Headmaster John
Kapiz, said young Endo’s result is
an indication that ‘we can do it
too even though we are located
in a remote area’.
He attributed the results to
the students overall disciplinary
behaviour which was good this
year.
He also thanked the teachers of
Sekunkun for their hard work and

commitment to the students.
Mr Kapiz announced that 56
of the 91 Grade 8 graduates will
continue on to high school.
Forty-nine will continue to Lihir
High School, while 35 will pursue
vocational training.
He said out of the 35 students
going to Vocationals, 28 students
will continue to Palie Vocational
Centre, one to Namatanai
Vocational Centre, three to Fissoa
and another three to Lemakot in
Kavieng.
Mr Kapiz appealed to the
parents of students going to
vocational schools to encourage
their children to continue to these
vocational schools and not end
their education after Sekunkun.

Being found drunk in public
is one offence that has become
common here on the island as
indicated by the number of cases
that went through the Lihir district
court this year.
According to figures from
Magistrate Sam Lavutul, there
was a total of 29 cases of drunk
in public offences for the last two
months.
“That reflects that we have a
drinking problem here in Lihir,”
said Mr Lavutul, adding that one of
the reasons could be because the
liquor laws are not being policed.
He said the penalty for being
found drunk in public is K100 fine
or one month imprisonment.
“The court has taken a stand to
imprison offenders as a deterrent
to others,” he said.
“We have a problem with
drinking, liquor is a bridge to
crime, once you are drunk, you are
prone to anything.”
Mr Lavutul said that there has
also been a steady increase of
sexual offences against minors
below the age of 16 years.

He said there has been ten cases
of sexual penetration since last
year, most of which were reported
by relatives of the victims.
“Plenty cases are still there but
people are not coming forward,”
he said.
He said police should emphasize
on community policing so they
can brief people on what the law
is, especially on sexual offences.
Meanwhile, the total number of
summary offences this year is 169;
unlawful assault 33, drunk in public
29, stealing 19, insulting words
14, wilful damage 12, unlawfully
on premises 12, possession of
dangerous drugs 10, consuming
liquor in public 9, drunk and
disorderly 7, threatening 6,
unlawful damage 4, fighting 3,
possession of stolen property 2,
resisting arrest 2, escape from
lawful custody 2, possession
of pornographic materials 1,
possession of offensive weapons
1, hindering police 1, falsely
impersonating 1, and without due
care and attention 1.

Letters, comments, debates, issues are welcome and can
be addressed to: The Editor, Lihir i Lamel, PO Londolovit,

Lihir Island, New Ireland Province

Our email address is:- lili@lihir.com.pg for those who wish to send their
letters by email. As a sign of good faith, all letters must be signed and
must include a telephone, email or PO contact.
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Samo aims to top up in 2008
The Samo Community
School will take on Grade 7’s
in 2008 if ward member Isaiah
Seksalan has it his way.
A determined Seksalan told
the break up gathering of the
school on December 5 that he
and his committee will ensure
that the building of a double
classroom to cater for Grade
7 intake will be erected some
time in December thru to
January and be completed in
time for classes.
Member Seksalan said
for so long the school has
planned to become a topup school and finally he and
other Ward Members from the
surrounding area will allocate
funds from their Ward budgets
in build a classroom as the first
step towards becoming a topup school.

Meanwhile students of
Samo Community School
have been urged to use the
services of the Lihir Resource
Centre as an educational
institution to improve their
education qualification in
order to improve their quality
of life.
A guest speaker of the
school, Nimamar Local Level
Government Administration
coordinator Ilias Steven told
the students that centre had
good facilities which the
students are encouraged to
use.
He said many Lihrian
students now like to leave
the island to attend tertiary
institutions outside New
Ireland however this is proving
to be costly and also a waste
to money for those students

that did not take their studies
seriously.
He told the gathering of
students, teachers and parents
on December 5 that many
of these NRLLG sponsored
students tend to spend their
book and living allowances on
alcohol and other recreational
drugs and many end up failing
their courses.
He said because of this he
would like to see the money
spent on students who are
committed and who can be
disciplined and easily guided
when they attend local
institutions such as the Lihir
Resource Centre.
He also encouraged the
students to strive to be the
best and also encouraged
them to be better young
people by participating in

community activities.
Also speaking at the same
ceremony was headmaster
Mr. Ottis Moab who expressed
his disappointment at the
parents who did not take part
in activities to keep the school
in shape.
He said it was the hard work
of the students that really saw
school grounds were well
kept and orderly without the
parental support.
He also said however he
was very proud of his students
and that he would like to see
more positive changes in the
school in the coming years
including better academic
results, thanks to the hard
work and persistence of the
hard working teachers and
students themselves.

LHS improves in academic performance
There has been a significant
improvement in the academic
performance at Lihir High
School (LHS) in 2007.
According to Mrs. Gigila Wali,
Headmistress of the school
there was an improvement in
the Mean Rating Index (MRI)
from 24 in 2006 to 31 in 2007.
She gave credit to the thirteen
teachers of the school for their
untiring commitment including
working late into the nights to
bring about these results.
Mrs. Wali, reading from her
school report at the sixth
graduation ceremony of LHS
announced that the MRI in
2006 went up from 38 to 39 in
English this year with jumps
from 17 to 23, 18 to 32 and 24
to 31 in Mathematics, Science
and Social Science respectively.
The
total
number
of
Distinctions, Upper Credits
and Upper Passes were 56 in
English, 42 in Mathematics,
26 in Science and 34 in Social
Science.
Mrs. Wali also announced that
the total overall for the school
were 7 Distinctions, 58 Credits,
88 Upper passes and 80 Fails
compared to the 1 Distinction,
41 Credits, 82 Upper Passes and
103 Fails in 2006.
The overall New Ireland MRI
rose from 38 in 2006 to 42 in
2007.
“This is an indication that we
are advancing with Lihir High
School contributing to the
jump,” said Mrs. Wali.
LHS head girl Elizabeth Iruo steps up to receive her Year 10 certificate.
“We may not be the first, but
at least we are not the last,” she Practical to James Tukas.
External Dux Award also known
added. The colorful ceremony
The schools highest score as the Principals Awad which
saw 103 students receiving
awards in English went to Sandra went to Menom Barok while
Grade 10 certificates with the
Hatagen and Menom Barok, Francis Pasliu took out the
internal Dux Awards going
Peter Kalayen in Mathemetics, Leadership and Community
to Bertha Mange in Grade
Michael Andreas in Science and awards.
9and James Tukas in Grade 10
Menom Barok and Constantine
The citizenship awards went
with the Academic Excellence
Kabariu sharing the award in to Otto Wol (Headboy) and
Awards (based on external
Social Science.
Elizabeth Iruo (Headgirl).
exams) in Written Expression
Other
awards
included
the
to Donna Thomas and Science

Headmaster Ottis Moab (standing) with Leadership
Award recipient Miss Dorcas Andar Pielbiah.

Lihir High School appeals
for IT equipment
Lihir High School’s Commerce
Department is appealing to
the business community here
to donate to the school any
Information Technology (IT)
computer equipment that they
no longer use in their offices.
The equipment is to effectively
teach computer studies which
was recently introduced for the
first time as a component of the
Commerce courses taught to the
Grade Ten students.
“The course is in its initial stages
at the moment with intentions to
further develop it,”said Commerce
teacher, Mark Malaka.
Mr Malaka said the aim of the
course is to equip the students
with a basic introduction about
the use of the PC and common
Microsoft programs such as
Microsoft Word, and to prepare
them to use computers should
they go on for further studies or if
they decide on direct employment
straight after school.
“The developments identified

will greatly benefit those students
who pass through this institution
in the near future.”
The computer studies was
introduced in July under the
initiative of the former head of
department, Mr Clement Kiapkuli,
with the assistance of the school
board of governors and school
administration who purchased
the schools’ two computer PC’s.
According to Mr Malaka, the
problem they are faced with now
is the ratio of pupils to PC.
“This year the student to PC
ratio was 62 students to one PC,
and next year, with the increase in
the number of students who will
be doing Grade Ten, the problem
is most likely to be even bigger,”
he said.
So if anybody or any business
houses is willing to assist the
school in this area, please contact
Mr Mark Malaka on telephone
986 4378 at LHS, or the chairman
of the board of governors, Mr
Gabriel Tukas on 986 4059.

LHS students take the National Pledge before their graduation
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Wear Red to mark World Aids Day

Florence Momo of Igat Hope was a guest at the World Aids Day on Lihir.

The first of December was red day here as
the management and staff of LGL wore red
ribbons, shirts, caps, and anything that was
coloured red to mark the World Aids Day.
“The first of December is World Aids Day
and we recognize this by wearing something
coloured red,” said LGL’s executive general
manager, Mr Noel Foley.
All the LGL departments were also
reminded on the eve of World Aids Day by
Mr Foley to make themselves aware of the
various programmes that LGL supported in

LGL workers in red to mark World Aids Day, 2007.

the fight against HIV/AIDS.
Apart from the ‘wear red day’, the
LGL’s Social Development section also
distributed condoms and red ribbons a day
earlier, visited the different departments,
distributed condoms, and took pictures of
the management and staff donning the red
ribbons. In his message to mark World Aids
Day, Mr Foley said the fight against HIV/
AIDS is worldwide and every country in the
world is impacted by the disease.
“While medical science frantically

searches for a cure, the way in which we
as ordinary people can help in controlling
the spread of HIV is by educating others as
to how the virus is transmitted from one
human being to another, and by making
people aware of what simple steps to take
to protect themselves,” he said.
Mr Foley said the disease ‘transcends all
borders and affects all types and classes of
people from new born babies to adults of
both sexes’.
“The real tragedies in all of this are the

Baby Mili first to get Christmas baby bundle
New born baby Mili Ber,
pictured with mother Mathilda
Ber from Putput 2, was merely a
day old when she was presented
with a Christmas baby bundle
from the Townsite ladies group
on December 14.
Baby Mili’s baby bundle
consisted of a wash basin,
mosquito net, nappies and
assorted clothes and baby
accessories, just like the other
99 Christmas baby bundles
organized by the Townsite
ladies.
According to Townsite ladies
representative, Janet LeClair, 100
Christmas baby bundles were
organized for this year’s festive
visit.
The Christmas baby bundle is
one of the activities the townsite
ladies organize for the babies
born at the Lihir Medical Centre
in December.
Following the baby bundle is
the trip around the island where
the ladies stopped along the
villages and gave out presents to
children.
Lihir Medical Centre administrator of health services, Ms
Bernice Suma, thanked Mrs
LeClair and the Townsite ladies
group for the donation and for
their continuous contribution to
the hospital.
Ms Suma said this is the third
time the ladies have assisted the
mothers again.
She said the donation this
year is the biggest donation so
far since they first started the
Christmas baby bundle in 2005.

Janet LeClair holds baby Mili while her mother Mathilda looks on

She added that the baby
bundles will also come in handy
especially for those mothers
who come to the hospital
unprepared.
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Meanwhile, Mrs LeClair would
like to thank Kate Pink and the
Townsite ladies group, Lihir
Gold Limited, Air Niugini, PNOC,
Zenex, Washington Drilling

and Ataniom Best Buy for their
assistance in cash and in kind
towards making the Christmas
baby bundles possible.

babies born to HIV infected mothers. Many
of these babies will in all likelihood inherit
the disease,” he said.
Mr Foley also said those most at risk are
intravenous drug users who share needles,
and people who practice unsafe sex with
more than one partner.
“Also spare a thought for the partners
of those who become infected through
their selfish and risky sexual behavior and
then infect these trusting and innocent
partners.”

Maiden International
touches down
After an uneventful four-hour flight from
Cairns, Australia, flight CV 4701 finally landed
smoothly on the coronus airstrip at Kunaiye
Airport at about 4.30pm on Tuesday December
4.
Captain Robert Muller, First Officer David
Courtney and flight attendant Rose Mathew
and the 12 passengers on board the Airlines
PNG Dash 8 P2 MCI were accorded a traditional
aviation welcome of a hose-down by a fire truck
to mark the inaugural Cairns-Lihir flight as the
aircraft taxied onto the apron.
The direct service is a dedicated service for
Lihir mine workers and their families who need
to catch connecting flights to and from major
cities and towns in Australia and New Zealand.
Passengers who disembarked from the plans
told Lihir i Lamel that they enjoyed a smooth
flight while watching two movies, lunch and a
nap.
Although an international flight, the Lihir
Gold Limited charter does not serve alcohol
– which is also parts of the company’s strict
alcohol and safety policies in work place areas
including transport.
As one passenger put it “I don’t mind and the
direct service sure beats the hassles of transiting
through Port Moresby.”
Another said the custom’s and immigration
counter at Lihir maybe slow but effective and
hopefully will improve over time as airport staff
get over teething problems associated with
new international flight services.
The De Havilland aircraft which has plenty
of leg room for the 12 passengers operates the
Lihir-Cairns flight daily except Mondays.
Because of the number of aircraft overnighting
at Kunaiye airport (three including Air Niugini
and Regional Air) the apron has recently been
extended along with the terminal to cater for
international travelers.
The small modern airport caters for thousands
of travelers each year.
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LMS REWARDS ITS WORKERS

Palie hospital gets a special
Christmas treat

H

e did not wear a red suit.
But big Elias Salot of
Samo could have easily
passed as Santa with his bagful of
goodies.
The owner of Lihir Maintenance
Services took the spirit of

ordered the snipper from Australia
and further assured the hospital
that his company would pay for
any repairs to the cutter in the first
six months of its operation.
A pleased hospital boss Penias
Moses thanked the LMS staff for

Company director Emma Himani presents a gift to an employee while fellow director Apelis Arau looks on.

A

local company has
rewarded its workers
for the efforts they put
into work this year.
Lihir Maintenance Services
held its annual Christmas party
at Kapit beach, at the home of
its general manager and owner
Elias Salot on December 21.
Each worker was given
a present while those that
performed exceptionally well
received awards.
LMS is responsible for rubbish
and sewerage removal on Lihir
Island. It is contracted to mine
operations, Lihir camps and
township.
The company also carries out
landscaping, grass cutting and
street sweeping.

Mr Salot said cleaning up and
collecting rubbish is a thankless
job but in a growing town like
Londolovit, someone has to do

LMS Employee-of-the-Year
Peter Sengi.

it and LMS and its staff are the
ones charged with keeping the
township clean.
“Some people laugh at us
when we sweat away in the
hot sun, collecting rubbish or

cutting grass, but let me remind
you that without the effort you
put into your job, Lihir will be a
dirty place,” Mr Salot reminded
his workers.
“So do your job with pride. If you
do your job with commitment,
LMS will continue to grow and
prosper, and you will be part of
that growth and will reap the
benefits of the progress.”
The LMS employee of the year
award went to Peter Sengi.
The shareholders of the
company also received a
Christmas bonus of a dividend.
The bonus was paid to
shareholding families, Apelis
Arau and family, Emma Himani,
and the family of the late Wilson
Roland.

LMS owner Elias Salot shows Palie nurse Crescensia Matalis the safety
switch for the brand new whipper snipper.

Christmas to the Palie Health
Centre on December 23 when
he led staff of his company on a
special visit of the hospital.
The LMS staff spent time with
the nursing staff and visited the

their generosity.
He said it cost the hospital
funds to hire a lawn mower and
the snipper would help save some
much needed funds.
Mr Moses praised LMS as the

LMS owner Elias Salot and his daughter Margaret wish recovering mother
Bernadine Sekiam and her newborn baby a Merry Christmas at the Palie
Maternity Ward.

LMS leading hand Nelson Pelman (right) receives a guitar as a gift from Mrs Himani.

sick and recovering patients in
the wards.
They also gave food to the
hospital staff and patients. The
biggest gift they unwrapped was
a whipper snipper grass cutter
given to the hospital to help keep
its lawns clear.
Mr Salot said the idea to visit
the hospital was hatched by his
staff, who said they wanted to
share the spirit of Christmas with
the patients.
Mr Salot said he specially

first local Lihirian company to
visit Palie Health Centre and its
patients.
LMS is owned by the Apelis
Arau, late Wilson Roland and Salot
families. It also employs a lot of
Papua New Guineans from other
parts of the country.
The Palie hospital is run by
the Catholic Church but services
the medical needs of thousands
of people on the Western and
Southern ends of Lihir Island.
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JAY JAY COLLECTS TRAINING AWARD

T

he 2007 National Trainers
Conference was held
at the Holiday Inn and
Lamana Hotel in Port Moresby
from October 17-17, 2007. The
theme of the 2007 Conference
was “Developing Communities
through Competency Based
Training.” The conference also
coincided with the awarding
of the 2007-2008 Outstanding
Trainer of the Year award.
The Conference Participants
came from both the public and
private sector organisations
and donor agencies engaged
in providing training and
development acuities for people
in rural and urban communities.
The major player has been the
mining and petroleum sector,
where strong input for the
discussions came from Ok Tedi
Mining Limited, Lihir Gold Limited
and Oil Search Limited. Other
companies in the resource sector
are expected in 2008.
The workshop was opened at
the Holiday Inn on October 17 by
the Conference Chairman, Yala
Yatu, Director of PNG Institute
of Public Administration. The
keynote speech was delivered
by Hon. Michael Ogio, Minister
for Higher Education, Science
and Technology. The closing
remarks were given by George
Arua, President of PNG Training
& Development Society and
Director of National Training
Council.
The workshop looked at how
effective education and training
can make a difference in the
livelihood of those in urban and
rural areas through competency
based training. Various papers
were presented on the benefits LGL trainer John Jambert (left) receives his award from NCD Governor Powes Parkop
and difficulties faced by those
tional Federation of Training and Employee Development Section. Other sponsors included Lihir
involved.
The second day of the Development Organisations, Ltd Those represented were John Gold Limited, national Gaming
Conference was at Lamana will look at organizing subsidized Jambert (Senior and NTC Board, International Training
Hotel. The workshop concluded cost for those wishing to travel to Master Trainer), Maryanne Arau Institute, Integrated Development
that networking and teamwork the Conference. The conference (Programs Coordinator), Robin Services, PNG Nambawan Super
were important. Development will be hosted by the Security Nason (Senior Technical Trainer) Ltd, Mapex Training & Consultants
initiatives were only promoted & Administrative Sciences and Francister Vailala (ED Office Ltd and Oil Search Ltd.
Lihir Gold Limited is a Corporate
so long as finding was available. Institute, Dubai Police Academy, Administration & Computer
Member of the PNG Training and
However, it is the community that and will be held at the Dubai Trainer).
As a Bronze Sponsor of the Development Society Inc. Lihir
has to take the initiative and carry International Convention and
Conference, Lihir Gold Limited Gold is looking at contributing
on from where donor agencies Exhibition Centre.
The evening of the second day had a display booth that gave more to PNGTDS and NTC in
and other organisations leave. On
the other have, providers have of the conference was the presen- information about the mine assisting their aspiration in
and
development
a duty to follow up to ensure tation night for the Presentation working environment and the training
and
development initiatives in PNG.
that the programs they initiated of the prestigious Award for the training
are being carried out by the 2007-2008 Trainer of the Year initiatives that the company
The theme for the 2008 Training
award. The guest speaker was involved in. Mr. Borone Isana, Mrs & Development Conference is yet
community.
The
PNGTDS
conference National Capital District Governor, Mollie George Pomelau and the to be finalised. It is proposed that
organizers
announced
that Hon. Powek Parkop. The Selection staff of LGL Pom office assisted the next venue will be Lae. Lihir
the 37th International Trainers Committee announced John with the banners and pamphlets. Gold will again look at sponsoring
Conference & Exhibition on Jambert of Lihir Gold Limited as The display was one of the best the Conference. A paper on
training
and
development
the theme “Knowledge and the winner. The runner-up was Mr. and the most visited one.
The major sponsors of the initiatives undertaken by the
Human Resources” will be Marcus Kara of Mapex Training &
event was PNG Institute of company will presented at the
held from March 3-6 in Dubai, Consultants Ltd.
Lihir Gold Limited was Public Administration and Motor conference.
United Arab Emirates. PNGTDS
being a member of the Interna- represented by staff of HR Vehicles Insurance Trust Ltd.

Kiapmakil stail meri bilong
Kamkam long Masahet

NCS Anna Rait olgeta
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Kiapmakil Lakie em wanpela stail pela
mama bilong liklik peles Kamkam long
Ton long ailan Masahet.
Em i wok wantaim Nationwide
Catering Services olsem wanpela klina
na em i save laikim wok bilong en long
wanem em i wok moni bilong em yet,
na tu em i bungim planti ol poroman na
poromeri bilong narapela peles.
Kiapmakil, husat i bin skul long Lakaziz

inap long Gred siks planti yia i go pinis
em bin malolo liklik long wok bilong
wanpela apinun taim Lihir I Lamel
kamera i painim em. Kristen nem bilong
Kiapmakil em Anna, na planti long Lihir i
save kolim em long dispela nem.
Anna i gat faiv pela pikinini na em
i wanpela pes bilong ol pipel bilong
mipela long Lihir ailan.

Helt Tok

wantaim

Filariasis
Filariasis is an infection caused
by small worms. Mosquitoes can
pass these worms between different
people. These worms live in the
blood and the meat of the body. In
some people, the worms might cause
blockages in the meat of the body.
These blockages can result in large
swelling of legs, arms and other parts
of the body. This is sometimes called
Elephantiasis. Once these blockages
occur they cannot be cured.
Filariasis is passed by the same
mosquitoes that pass malaria from
one person to another. The best way
to avoid filariasis infection is to sleep
under a mosquito net every night.
Good quality mosquito nets can be
bought from the Medical Centre at
discount prices.
For the last five years, staff from the
Medical Centre has been attending
villages on Lihir once a year and
providing medication that can help
remove filariasis infection from the
body. After 2008, the Medical Centre
will take a break from this type of
treatment for some years.
When this parasite is in your body,
you would not know that you have
these parasites in your blood. And
there will not be any signs in your
body to indicate that you have this
parasite. Once that swelling appears,
there is no medicine to cure or to
reduce this swelling.
Some ways we could follow to avoid
getting this disease;
• Cut and clear bushes around your
houses.
• Use Mosquito nets at nights.
• Get rid of all empty tin cans,
coconut shells and dispose them in
the right place.
• Drain out all still or stagnant
waters
• Use Motein or insect repellent at
night.
• Come for a blood test at Lihir
Medical Centre and if you have this
parasite, you will be given tablet
straight away to kill these parasites in
your blood.
• When you see Lihir Medical Centre
staff coming into your community for
filariasis Survey, be around to get the
medicines to prevent this disease.
If you would like to know your health
status whether you have this parasite
in your body or not, come and see
staff of the Lihir Medical Centre.
This information is supplied by the
Public Health Unit at the Lihir Medical
Centre.

Community News

Keys to Sustainable Business

with

John Hobo

Welcome to Article 10 of this column
In article 9 we discussed the basic steps on
how to do a SWOT analysis as the foundation
on which to build our 2008 Business Plan. We
agreed that once we have listed down what
we can identify as our business strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats we
can then look at what we should do for 2008
as follows:
STRENGTHS
We make use of them to help our business
to survive and grow.
WEAKNESS
We look at what actions we should take
to overcome them starting with the biggest
weakness in order to protect our business,
enable it to survive and grow where possible.
OPPORTUNITIES
We make use of the available opportunities starting with the easiest, quickest and
most accessible one to improve the financial
strength and competitive ability of our
business.
THREATS
We discuss these with people we trust and
look at ways to deal with these, starting with
the biggest threat.
In this article I thought it may be worthwhile
for us to look at the next stage after the SWOT
analysis. Do not forget that it is always a good
habit to give your completed SWOT analysis
to a trustworthy and reliable person to review
and comment on incase there are blind spots
in your analysis.
Okay the next stage after the SWOT Analysis
(S/A) involves a number of steps as follows:
1: Sort the issues identified in the S/A in
order of importance or priority by taking
into consideration the impact/effect on our
business.
2: Prepare an action plan for each of the
identified S/A priority issues. In the process
of preparing the action plan there are some
simple questions which are sometimes
overlooked and they are as follows:
a) What is the S/A issue we are dealing
with?
b) Why is it an issue that we have to deal

with?
c) When do we have to take action, now,
tomorrow, next week, next month, or next
year?
d) Who will be given the authority and
responsibility of putting the plan in to
action? Does that person have the necessary
knowledge, skills, and experience?
e) Where will the action plan be
implemented? Is it inside the business
(administration, operation) or outside
the
business
(customers/competitors,
community)?
f ) How will the action plan be implemented?
This step is like a Duty Statement/Job
Description as it maps out the instructions
and steps in a logical sequence for whoever
is chosen to action them.
3: We then look at what resources are
required to enable us to implement the
required action. Some questions which we
will ask are:
a) What will it cost us in our money terms?
b) Do we have our own money to do this or
should we borrow money from the bank?
c) Do we have the required manpower or
should we recruit/ hire on a temporary basis.
Is there need for special training for our staff?
d) Are there statutory approvals, fees,
licenses, permits or other agreements that
need to be obtained in relation to our action
plan?
4: Once we have done step 3 we then
subject our action plan to a reality check by
honestly answering the following questions.
a) What are the short, medium, and long
term advantages and disadvantages of the
action plan?
b) Can the advantages be of benefit to our
business?
c) Are these benefits real or are they just
“wishful thinking”?
d) Are these benefits sustainable and will
they improve our business?
e) If the benefit is sustainable and will
improve our business: are we still prepared to
spend money on it?
In general practice we will have to go
through this exercise at least two times before
we can be confident with our plan.
Wish you all a Blessed and Fruitful 2008.

The author John Hobo is a private business
consultant.
Aticle 8 of this series.
Now let us see if we did prepare a business
plan for 2007….Ah yes, we certainly did so
now would be the right time to for us to sort
of look back at our progress to date (PTD) or
year to date (YTD) results for the period from
January up to September 2007.
In looking back and reviewing the Business
Plan, some of the main points that we should
really concentrate on and ask questions are
as follows:
1.0 INCOME
1.1 Is the actual income level in our business
in line with what we estimate it to be in the
cash flow projection of our business plan?
1.2 If the actual income level is not in line
with what we estimated it to be in the cash
flow projection then what are the reasons for
the difference or variation?
1.3 As business owners and managers do
we really accept the reasons given for the
difference between the actual income level
in our business and what we estimated it to
be in our cash flow projection in the Business
Plan?
1.4 Are the reasons for the difference in
income levels related to matters that are
within our ability to control and influence,
such as costing and pricing or customer
service?
1.5 Are the reasons for the difference in
income levels related to matters beyond
our ability to control and influence, such as
increased competition or reduced demand
for certain products and services?
1.6 If the reasons for the difference in
income level were due to matters within our
ability to control and influence, then what
corrective actions have we taken to make
improvements?
2.0 EXPENSES
2.1 Are the actual expenses within the level
that we estimated it to be in the cash flow
projection of our business plan?
2.2 If the expenses is not in line with the
plan, especially when the actual expenses are
greater than what we estimated, then what
are the reasons for this overspending?
2.3 Are the reasons for the overspending
due to matters, which are within our ability
as business owners and managers to control
and influence, such as fuel usage, telephone
bills and overtime?
2.4 Are the reasons for the overspending
due to matters that are outside of our ability
to control and influence, such as increases in
the price of fuel and spare parts?
2.5 If the reasons for the overspending

are due to matters within my ability to
control and influence, such as fuel usage and
telephone bills then what corrective actions
will take to put a stop to this overspending
which can seriously affect the financial health
of our business?
3.0 PROFIT AND LOSS (P&L)
3.1 Is the actual total revenue earned from
January to September 2007 in line
With the estimates made in our profit and
loss plan?
3.2 Are the actual total costs for the same
period in line with the P&L plan?
3.3 Are all the relevant information and
figures included in our profit and loss
statement (examples are; depreciation on
fixed assets, indirect costs, interest on bank
loans).
3.4 Is the net profit position for the same
period in line with the P&L plan? If not then
we need to find out why?
4.0 STATUTORY COMPLIANCE
4.1 Are all our tax payments and tax returns
up to date with the Internal
Revenue Commission?
4.2 Are all our business insurance policies
up to date?
4.3 Have we held the annual general
meeting for 2006 as required by law under
the Companies Act?
4.4 Have we lodged all outstanding
annual returns as required by law under the
Companies Act?
4.5 Have we complied with basic
requirements of the Employment Act in
dealing with our employees?
5.0 FORWARD PLANNING FOR 2008
Once we have reviewed these four key
areas then we need to immediately look at
the future of our business start collecting
details and other information and put these
together as estimates for our 2008 Business
Plan, which may take into account some of
the following:
5.1 SWOT Analysis
5.2 Sales and Marketing Plan
5.3 Staffing Plan
5.4 Costing and Pricing Plan
5.5 Cash Flow Plan
5.6 Profit & Loss Plan
5.7 Statutory Compliance Plan
Remember this…………Plan your Work
and Work Your Plan!!
Talk to you all next month.

Lihir Resource Centre Awards Ceremony
‘Please, thank you and Sorry’.
These are the three magic
words that Janice Mc Coy teacher,
coordinator and administrator of
Lihir Resource Centre said to her
students in her going finished
speech during the school’s
annual end of year Awards
Ceremony at the Lihir Sporting
and Social Club grounds on
Tuesday December 11.
She also challenged the
students to continue and pursue
their education, have big dreams
and work towards achieving it.
Meanwhile 36 students were
awarded with certificates in
Flexible Open and Distance
Education (FODE) whilst four
graduated with Certificate in
Community and Tertiary Studies

The four CTCS students with Mrs McCoy. They ae (l-r) Geoffry
Rabbie, Evelyn Tavil, Francis Pangar and Kepas Tepkon.

(CTCS) which is a two years
courses offered by the University
of Papua New Guinea through
distance mode of study.
Speaking at the graduation

Mrs Margo Doilegu BEM aspired
the recipients to be better
citizens of this great nation of
Papua New Guinea and move
the nation forward.

Men at fence
Ol man i sanap wetim BSP benk long Namatanai long op tasol long dispela taim
stret em haus moni long Namatanai i no bin op long 8.45am. Em i bin open long
9.30 olsem na sampela man ol i askim olsem wanem na benk i no save open long
taim bilong op stret long 8.45
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Sports

ISOS Medics, Eastern Stars
Shine in volleyball

Brian Alu of ISOS Medics receives the 2007 premiership trophy from LMVA President Junior Walo Kamu.
Words by Jimmy Peter
Picture by Ernest Tirupia

Saturday, December 1 saw the grandfinals of the Lihir Mining Volleyball
Association grand-finals games played
under flood lights at the Marahun Courts.
The games were the finale of the popular
camp sports which started in July with
seven clubs participating.
ISOS Medics, Ziggy Masalai, LCS Power,

NCS Yumi Yet, Eastern Star and ZenCAT all
fielded teams in the 2007 competition.
On that Saturday night, ISOS Medics men
proved too strong for LCS Power defeating
them three sets to nil, while in the women’s
division Eastern Stars 3 beat Ziggy Masalai
three sets to nil.
Although both games looked to be one
sided with the finals scores producing
ungrand-final like scores, the games were
enjoyed by the spectators.

And for LMVA President Junior Walo
Kamu and Secretary/Treasurer William
Renge, it was with a sigh of relief that they
have successfully completed yet another
season of volleyball on the island.
The games, which were played on
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday nights,
attracted teams from as far as Putput, and
despite the fact that there are no more
national championships, the association
hopes to participate in the 2008 regional

games.
According to Renge, Lihir has a lot of
good volleyballers and called on them all
to participate in the 2008 season which will
begin in July.
He said however the priority of the LMVA
is to keep the competition going successful
on Lihir so that everyone can enjoy the
sport in a social setting.
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